The following malicious email was received by members of the Northwestern community on or around July 30, 2013. DO NOT click on any links or open any attachments and DO NOT respond to this email or any email you suspect is a phishing attempt. As a reminder, Northwestern University will never ask for personally identifiable information.

Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2013 7:04 AM
Subject: * Important Notice (Web-mail Quota Exceeded)

* Important Notice (Web-mail Quota Exceeded)

Your mailbox has exceeded one or more size limits set by the administrator. You may not be able to send or receive new messages until the mailbox size is increased. To solve this problem you must reset and validate your email address for more space, please CLICK HERE fill in your correct details to reset quota for more space.

The new secure feature upgrades your inbox to a clean, modern look while maintaining your contacts, passwords, aliases and more. It's fast. It's intuitive. It's email at its best. Thank you for your cooperation.
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This e-mail was sent by using automated process. Please, do not reply to this e-mail as it cannot accept replies.